1. Demonstrated willingness to serve
2. Number in good standing
3. Additional demonstrated experience relevant to position
4. Attempted to reach and receive balance
5. Willingness to attend meetings
6. Subscribed to the purpose of FWP

NWPC

1. Considering compilation as well as
2. Nominating committee recommendations

PUL: Nancy Daves
1VP Membership Kim O'Connor
2VP Rutgers Alumni Luci Piantarella
3VP Logs Charlotte Zeibert

FTB: Beaux

4VP Thomas Liz Copeland + May Beech

Recording Sec Carriage: See May Ann Hayes (Palm Beach)

Secretary: Sheila Rick (Suncoast)

Mail Rep Charlotte Van Lier

One position had two applicants; however, on the basis of the criteria, especially "specials relevant to the position," only one applicant was selected by the Committee.